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About This Game

No lag. No reloads. No bull. Do you like old school deathmatch with modern features but none of the frills that have ruined the
raw purity of the genre? How about rich, colorful, arcadelike atmospheres? How about...retro Sci Fi? Then you're going to love

what Alien Arena has in store for you! This game combines some of the very best aspects of classic deathmatch, and wraps
them up with a retro alien theme, while adding tons of original ideas to make the game quite unique.

Alien Arena is a furious frag fest with arenas ranging from the small, to the massive. With game modes such as Capture The
Flag and Tactical, there are terrific team-based experiences to be had as well as 1v1 duels, free-for-all, and dozens of mutators
to alter the game play to your liking. The game includes 23 official levels, 10 player characters, fun powerups, and 10 weapons
each with 2 firing modes. The community is friendly, as well as prolific. Dozens of maps, models, and various accessories have

been created by community members to add on to the game experience.

Whether playing online against others or offline against the built in AI, the fun is practically endless.
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Its not bad. Definitly some parts were a bore, and I wanted to slam my head against the desk with some of the dialougue, but
overall its decent. The art is good, and the world is interesting. If there is one more caveat it would be that there is a crab ton of
reading and not a lot of significant choices.
I give it a 7-8 depending on where you are in the story.. If you are going to do the From the Ashes DLC DO NOT START IT
TILL END GAME else the game will fail you for lacking money to make the town profitable, and they dont give you the option
to pause until your ready, and they dont tell you its gonna coast over 22K groshen just to break even.
and half the time they dont tell you that a quest is timed, so you go off and do other quests and fail others without understanding
why.
So many things i wish i knew BEFORE playing this game!. I like the Ace Combat and I wanted to like this game, but it's not a
satisfying substitute. You will frequently find yourself flying into buildings as most of the missions take place near cities or
skyscrapers. At times, you will think, "Hmm, is that a cloud bank?" just before ploughing into the ground because of the muddy
textures. For most of your time in the air, you will hear the extremely loud missile-lock alert sound. If you want to target the
enemy who's attacking you, first you have to cycle through most of the bogeys one at a time and then you'd better hope your
plane is feeling co-operative, as they all handle sluggishly. The whole experience has some cool ideas (like flying up an orbital
elevator to destroy cannons) but the execution is lacking.. What even is this game?????. There's stoopid, and there's stoopid.
And then there's THIS.

  Five Nights at Freddy's has so much to answer for. Yes, it has spawned some worthy imitators (Sophie's Curse, Boogieman),
but boy oh boy are most of these "homages" misguided. A combination of spaghetti-slapping and malicious teddy bears must've
seemed a wise idea in SOMEBODY'S head...I'm just glad that head isn't mine. The brain truly boggles.

  Is it scary? Sure. But only in the most superficial way. I won't exactly be lying in bed tonight, dreaming about assaulting pasta
while waiting to be r*ped by stuffed toys. This certainly isn't "psychological horror", unless you have some very serious kinks
you should probably see a psychiatrist about.

  The spooks also come out to play so quickly that there's almost no time to generate any suspense. Suspense is key to making
jump scares work. The jump scares in this game were more annoying than genuinely terrifying, not least of all because I never
got a chance to get the hang of things.

  There's a tutorial, but the enemies don't appear until you start the game proper. So yes, it's one of those trial-and-error, die-a-
hundred-times-or-look-up-a-walkthrough-to-learn-each-and-every-enemy's-different-behaviour-type propositions. The learning
curve is extremely STEEP, to say the least.

  Devs: look at the first FNAF if you want to learn about good game design. Go easy on your player for the first level or so. I
couldn't even make a minute in this one without dying. Sure, I could have persisted, but fifteen minutes of my life is quite
enough to know when I'm not having fun.

  A quick look at other reviews, screenshots and the trailer further suggest that there isn't much "to" this game. Four repetitive
enemies, one setpiece, and a "survival" timer in lieu of a plot. So I guess I'm not missing out on much. I probably saw most of
the game anyway.

  The graphics and sound are pretty slick, but that's about it. I doubt this would even be worth it for "the memes"...but your
funeral is, of course, your own to decide. Maybe you'll get a solid hour's entertainment out of it, if you're lucky.

  Verdict: 4.5/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http://store.steampowered.com/curator/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit/
http://store.steampowered.com/curator/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games/?appid=398210
Cheers!)
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After installing this DLC, FSX no longer starts. At the same time this DLC was added, it also installed something called FSX64.
Not sure if that is related, but I uninstalled FSX-Steam edition, re-installed (50GBytes worth :( ). It ran once, but back to not
starting......
Ouch. Excellent motorcycling simulation implemented by the genre guru - the Milestone company. The game features very
competitive Career mode that allows you to create your own rider and take it through all the steps of MotoGP racing, great
physics with such details as asphalt temperature simulation, a highly recommended game for all motorcyle racing fans.. the
game was kind of a neat idea, but every time i actually play online THE SALT MINES OPEN AND THE TOXIC GAMERS
RIP ME TO SHREDS

how am i supposed to get good at this game if they literally just tell me i shouldn't even play...

even though i don't let them get to me.... a lot of the community made maps are rigged, there's no fair play, everyone basically
uses the cheapest \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing tactics, and honestly... even considering [adult swim] 's rather troll-y nature...
this is too toxic.... I'm not hungarian, nor a fan of Hungary but it was included in some bundle or another DLC and those are
pretty nice paint jobs :). This game woo, this game was really fun and hard as hell but it felt so satifying beating the game, I
loved the characters, the art, the levels, and music.This game is totally worth it
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